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2018 RMS Awards — Congratulations!
by Helen Clough
Four individuals were recognized for their contributions to
river management at the awards luncheon on Tuesday, October
23, 2018, during the RMS symposium Wild, Scenic, and Beyond!
Herms Hoops, Outstanding Contribution to River Management;
Jim Eicher, Frank Church Wild and Scenic Rivers Award;
Corita Waters, River Manager of the Year; and Ryan Turner,
Outstanding Contribution to the River Management Society were
all present and received an award from RMS President Linda
Jalbert. Herm Hoops spoke briefly of his connection to rivers
and his feeling of loss as he recently completed what was likely
his last trip – exhorting us all to not lose our connection to the
resource. Herm was recognized by his peers with a standing
ovation for his lifetime of service to rivers.

RMS keeps the names of award winners secret from all but a few
select individuals so the award winners do not know about the
awards until they are announced during the presentation. Those
few individuals who know about the award winners often go
to great lengths to have the winners present. The narrative that
follows highlights a few of the amazing contributions of these
incredible individuals.
Outstanding Contribution to River Management Award
This award recognizes a longer history of contributions to
the greater field of river management (as opposed to more recent
or project/location-specific accomplishments). Herm Hoops was
(continued on page 23)

organization, whatever that entails. Well,
we discovered the ‘that’ in several guises!
River Studies and Leadership Certificate
students attended from Northern Arizona
University, Sierra Nevada College,
Virginia Commonwealth University
and Western Washington University,
and together with their advisors brought
energy, curiosity and verve to Vancouver.
Thank you, advisors Tammi Laninga,
Denielle Perry, Andy Rost, James Vonesh
and also Prescott College’s Mathieu
Brown for your contribution to the
Symposium program and support for your
students and their pursuit of Certificates!
Cathi Bailey, recently retired, provided a
wonderful connection through the BLM
with the Public Lands Foundation and
support for four scholarship recipients,
including member Chelsea Phillippe.
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As the new year arrives, we tip the
RMS hat to those who contributed to a
successful 2018! While our mission to
support professionals who study, protect
and manage North America’s rivers is as
relevant as ever, our programming is more
varied than in years past, and we hope you
find our news, events and the connections
made possible through membership
support you and your studies, work and
advocacy. We feel it is and should be as
important as ever to long time members,
partners, and our ‘customers,’ members
of the public for whom sound river
management matters.
Looking back at the 2018 Symposium
program and planning, the number of people important to RMS who planned, attended
and volunteered to make it a great success was stunning. The connections to the
organization’s history, current trajectory and future alike converged to remind us about
our strong roots; renewed friendships, and reinvented our sense of who ‘we’ are as the
responsibility and capacity to manage rivers changes before our eyes.
Reminded
It was the best ever to welcome several founders and longtime volunteer leaders at
the 2018 River Management Society Symposium in Vancouver. Past leaders LuVerne
Grussing and Tom Mottl contributed to the program. Lynn Humphrey took care that the
silent auction was well organized, assisted on site by Trish Hogervorst, Mary Crockett,
Bonnie Wood, and Rick Thompson. Surprise contributor Ken Vines, past RMS Store
proprietor, contributed ‘just like new’ RMS mesh bags for the bidding.
Dan Haas, as he has in many Symposiums through time, tended to the registration desk
from beginning to end, with help from Gary Marsh, Ed Fite, and Martin Hudson. Folks
like Jack Mosby (Alaska Chapter) and Kathy Stangl attended or visited, and Jim Eicher,
member #0002, received the Frank Church Wild and Scenic Rivers Award! Organizer
of the 1992 RMS Symposium in Portland, Bob Ratcliffe contributed as a National Park
Service Partner and volunteer, and also contributed to the silent auction success.
Renewed
Longtime member and RMS Vice President Bo Shelby attended and presented with
partner and Symposium and Alaska Chapter lead Doug Whittaker. The stalwart Shelby/
Whittaker team was accompanied this year by the new Confluence Research and
Consulting team member Dan Shelby, along with Dan’s partner and natural resource
professional Rachael Proch. It was delightful to learn that their tradition of serving river
management’s need for their services is continuing and evolving, and fun to meet Dan
and Rachael. Judy Culver, long time member and relatively new RMS Merchandise
person, tended to the on-site RMS Store with able help from Ryan Hygon, Randy Welsh
and others.

Adding to the ‘presence’ of emerging
leaders were National Park Service and
USDA Forest Service fellows Kelleen
Lanagan, Joni Gore, Melissa Martinez and
Emma Lord who led and assisted with
presentations through the week. Thank
you all. Emma continues her leadership
role as president of the Northeast Chapter,
and y’all in the Northwest Chapter will
soon hear from Joni, who is thinking about
tossing her hat in the Northwest Chapter
officer election ring!
It Took a Village
Finally, one more round of thanks to our
Co-Chairs Helen Clough and Weezie
Kling; Dave Schade; Wendy McDermott
and her field sessions team, Judy Culver
and her marketing cadre Emma Lord,
Allyson Conner and Trey Simmons; John
Gangemi for leading the submission of
trainings approved for DOI Talent, and
Jack Henderson and Andrew McDonagh
for coordinating critical onsite logistics.
We are revving up for Richmond and
ready to challenge ourselves to fill some
enormous Vancouver shoes.
To a prosperous 2019, all. Our rivers need
you to do what you do.u
Risa Shimoda
Executive Director

Reinvented
We have for years acknowledged the importance of including ‘young people’ in the
RMS Journal
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RMS President’s Corner
Onward
2018 was a busy year for RMS and
there is much to be grateful for. While
planning for the biennial symposium
began over two years ago, RMS staff
and agency partners were also hard at
work developing the River Management
Society’s river training program. By
January 2018, the River Training Center
was launched and organizing the Wild,
Scenic and Beyond! symposium was in full
force. The planning and execution of these
two major efforts happened concurrently
and demonstrated an incredible level of
stamina and commitment by RMS staff,
Board members, and volunteers.
The confluence of these endeavors
occurred in October 2018 at the biennial
RMS training symposium in Vancouver,
Washington, that offered opportunities
for shared learning, networking, and
camaraderie. The event was held in honor
of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, and
in celebration of the River Management
Society, its friends, long-term and new
members, and the rivers cared for and
enjoyed by RMS members, partners, and
the public.
We thank John Gangemi, for leading
the RMS River Training Center in its
inaugural year. In addition to two Wild and
Scenic River planning workshops for the
U.S. Forest Service, John coordinated 12
sessions for the symposium.
A notable addition to the 2018
symposium program was the two-part
session Navigating sexual harassment in
your river program. The presentations
included a poignant story of a guide’s
experience with harassment and how she
turned this around to bring awareness to
others in the river community. We heard
from the federal river manager who, when
he learned that the harassment issues
occurred on the river he managed, took
action to address workplace harassment
with the permitted outfitters and guides.
We also heard from an attorney and a river
guide-turned-human resources consultant
about how to recognize harassment and
discrimination in the workplace and about
our legal responsibilities associated with
these situations. The stories, advice, and
discussion stirred a lot of emotion as this

subject has had an impact on many in
our community. Our rivers are special
places, and as such, we should create a
workplace that is respectful and inclusive
where we feel safe and supported, so that
in turn, we as river managers can be at our
best to protect and provide for the public
enjoyment of these special places.
As we celebrate the accomplishments
in the past year, we are most grateful to
Risa Shimoda, RMS Executive Director,
for her boundless energy and unmatched
commitment to the RMS mission. Her
passion for rivers and skills in this
leadership role are an extension of her
expert kayaking skills: instinctively
navigate obstacles, briefly eddy out, then
head into the next challenge…again and
again. Thanks, Risa, we couldn’t have
done it without you.
2019 began with uncertainty as the
federal government shutdown damped
spirits for weeks. We are hopeful that
by the time you read this, dedicated
federal employees are back at work and
again doing their best to safeguard river
resources and the public’s opportunity to
enjoy these special places.u
			

In gratitude,

Linda Jalbert
RMS President
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(PSAR) personnel are on hand to answer questions and inform
visitors about some of the risks associated with water recreation
in the park. It’s a great tool for educating visitors about strong
currents, cold water, very slippery granite and the fact that most
people involved in water-related incidents in the park weren’t
planning on getting wet.

Responders training for an in-water contact rescue. Credit: NPS.

participants completely comfortable in strong
moving water. The park also conducts training
for those who will lead incident operations in
the role of incident command. Knowing how
to coordinate resources and efficiently track the
progress of an incident is key to operational
success.

Rafts floating the Merced River through Yosemite Valley. Courtesy of Yosemite Hospitality.

Swiftwater Rescue Training in Yosemite National Park
by James Cox
While Yosemite National Park is well known for climbing, many
are not as familiar with the water recreational opportunities
available. There are two major watersheds inside the park, the
Tuolumne and the Merced. To the north the Tuolumne River
flows west into the Hetch Hetchy Reservoir, and to the south the
Merced River and South Fork Merced River flow west out of the
park. Each of these rivers, and the creeks that flow into them,
offer recreation opportunities for thousands of visitors each year.
Water-based recreation in Yosemite has been on the rise in recent
years, due in large part to the completion of the Merced River
Plan in 2014 that opened much of the park’s waters to boating.
The combination of increased visitation and the popularity of raft
rentals on the Merced River through Yosemite Valley results in
more people in the water each year. Visitors are now recreating
on every category of water the park has to offer: from a class I
half-day tube float to multi-day self-support class V kayak runs.
As visitor recreation has increased, there is an increased need for
swiftwater rescue training and preparation by Park Rangers and
the Yosemite Search and Rescue (YOSAR) team. The Yosemite
Search and Rescue plan requires responders to refresh their
skills annually and the National Park Service requires that all
4

responders maintain currency on their Department of Interior
qualifications. Each year a training schedule is put together to
meet those requirements and to prepare for water-related rescue
situations.

A YOSAR member training for a tethered rescue
on the Merced River in Yosemite Valley. Credit: NPS.

In total, the Yosemite Search & Rescue program
trained 72 responders in 2018 across the three
levels described. The program maintains a
roster of responders trained at each level, which
involves tracking certifications and ensuring the
training curriculums are adequate for operational
demands. That work is done by the park’s
Swiftwater Rescue Coordinator, along with the
help of some amazing instructors.

In 2018, training began in March and continued through early
June. This schedule mirrors the increase in park staffing, as
seasonal rangers and volunteers arrive to help manage summer
operations, and also takes into account flow levels. Given our
free-flowing rivers, early spring is the best time to train. This
is also the time of year when water-related incidents are most
common in the park due to an increase in visitors.

One of the biggest challenges with staying ready
for water-related incidents in Yosemite is that
they are so varied and unpredictable. Incidents
can range from a boat stuck on an obstacle,
people falling in accidentally that might suffer
some form of trauma, or a vehicle in the water.
They can occur within a few feet from the road
and sometimes several miles from the nearest
trailhead. Unfortunately, some of these rescue
operations turn into a recovery mission that
responders also have to be prepared for both
mentally and physically.

Training curriculums for park responders are offered at three
levels designed around operational needs and range from 4 to 24
hours in length. Most responders are trained at the Operations
level, which prepares them for shore-based roles while supporting
water-based responders. Rescuing people from the shore using
ropes, throw bags, ladders and other tools is a big component
of this training. Each year the park coordinates at least one
Technician level training, which serves as the baseline for
water-based responders. A primary focus at this level is getting

Training for response is one way the park
addresses these challenges, but it’s not the only
way. Each spring the park hosts a Swiftwater
Media Day during the week leading up to
Memorial Day weekend. This event becomes
one of the highlights of spring training season.
Local television, print, and radio media stations
are invited to observe an actual training session,
and YOSAR and Preventative Search & Rescue
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As summer visitation heats up each year, spring river flows
typically go down and the park rangers’ work turns toward other
aspects of park operations. There are more calls for twisted
ankles, lost hikers and fires than there are for kayakers stranded
mid-stream. In late fall and early winter the rain will return, and
with it river levels will become conducive to training once again.
Rangers will use those months to continue training and prepare
for flood operations and icy winter roads that can contribute to
vehicles in the river. It will be cold, but keeping rangers and
Yosemite’s YOSAR team ready to respond to water-related
incidents is a year-round effort.u

Winter 2018
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The CCC is Clearing a Path to
Revitalizing the Los Angeles River
Submitted by CCC Staff
The California Conservation Corps,
founded in 1976, is the nation’s oldest
and largest conservation corps. The CCC
offers 18-25-year-old men and women
a year of paid service in responding to
natural disasters, restoring and
protecting rivers, lakes and streams,
building trails, and conserving
California’s natural resources.
Three words that likely don’t come to
mind when mentioning the Los Angeles
River are “wild and scenic.” As it slogs its
way from the San Fernando Valley to the
Pacific Ocean, scenes of leafy parks, fun
on the water and scenic picnics are rare.
In fact, by the time the L.A. River reaches
the City of Bell – along its lower stretch
– the “river” turns into an overgrown and
gritty concrete channel that’s often thought
of as an eyesore.

“It’s got a bad reputation right now,”
said Robert Linton, Public Works Manager
for the City of Bell. “So, we asked the
California Conservation Corps to step in
and assist us and they have.”
The City of Bell wants to makeover
the section of the L.A. River that flows
through its city limits. It’s part of a
region-wide revitalization plan, but before
something new can be developed the old
and overgrown must be removed. “It’s
hard work in miserably hot weather, but
that’s what we do,” said CCC Director,
Bruce Saito.
For three grueling weeks in late
August, a dozen Corpsmembers climbed
hip-deep into thickets of brush and
overgrown trees. Armed with chainsaws,
pitchforks and rakes, the CCC Los
Angeles Center crew endured warm and
humid weather, never ending sweat, and
the dirt and grime that comes with making
a difference.

“I would choose this any
day,” said Corpsmember

“I would choose this any day,” said
Corpsmember Jenelly Lamb of Los
Angeles’ Mid-City neighborhood. “I really
like helping the community, helping out
people. It’s something I love doing, that’s
the reason why I chose the CCC.”
The City of Bell reached out to the
CCC for this project due to man power.
The public works department has just five
employees and most of them are part-time.
“There’s no way we can step in and
tackle this on our own. This would be an
on-going, never ending project,” Linton
said. “Unfortunately, we have a lot of
homeless encampments that have appeared
in here. We’ve had a couple of fires. So,
there’s a need to step in and clean it up and
re-beautify it.”
It’s a need the CCC is uniquely
qualified to handle. Every year hundreds
of Corpsmembers across the state tackle
projects to remove invasive species,
reduce dead vegetation that can fuel fires

A view from the Los Angeles River channel looking north in the City of Bell toward Gage Avenue. (Photos courtesy of CCC.)
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Jenelly Lamb of Los Angeles’
Mid-City neighborhood.
“I really like helping the
community, helping out
people. It’s something I love
doing — that’s the reason
why I chose the CCC.”
Our motto is
and improve the landscaping in parks and
communities.
“That’s what we do,” said Juan Diaz,
a Corpsmember from nearby Compton.
“We help out the community by clearing
out brush, clearing out trash. Everything
we do is to help out the community.”
With sweat pouring off their faces,
Corpsmembers relentlessly grappled with
five-foot sections at a time of vegetation
so thick residents couldn’t see through to
the other side. Dumpster after dumpster,
filled to the brim.
“It’s a great feeling,” said
Corpsmember Christian Lomeli of San
Fernando Valley. “It’s for our community,
for people I grew up with, work with,
helping our environment and our
community. LA, there might be a lot of
negatives, our job is to make it better.”
While some Corpsmembers were born
and raised with the river just blocks away
from their homes, like many Angelinos,
they regarded it as more of a drainage
ditch than a river. Working along the L.A.
River’s embankment has provided new
perspectives and insight.
“I didn’t know there were trees,
habitats and plants that weren’t supposed
to be there. But since I’ve joined the CCC
I learned more about the plants and trees
and the environment,” Corpsmember Diaz
said.
Not only do Corpsmembers
conduct natural resource work in their
communities, they learn to become
stewards of the land and find careers in the
natural resource field.
In fact, the CCC partners with
Winter 2018

Corpsmember Jenelly Lamb cools off along
the Los Angeles River. Warm and humid
weather made working conditions miserable
as the CCC removed brush and trees.

AmeriCorps to run the Watershed
Stewards Program, which introduces
Corpsmembers to the conservation,
restoration and enhancement of salmon
and trout bearing watersheds. Similarly,
the CCC’s Veterans Corps Fisheries
Program, in partnership with NOAA
Fisheries, the U.S. Forest Service and
the California Department of Fish and
Wildlife provides a pathway for veterans
to find careers in river and waterway
conservancy.
The veterans program gives post-9/11
veterans a chance to build skills and gain
experience restoring endangered salmon
and steelhead habitats. Participants have
gone on to work for CDFW, CALFIRE,
USFS, Minnesota Department of Natural
Resources, South Dakota Department of
Fish and Wildlife, and others.
“The amount of river work we do,
whether it’s along the banks or under the
surface is significant,” Saito said. “The
CCC is the perfect partner to enhance and
restore these vital systems across the state.
And our Corpsmembers not only find joy
in this work, but future job opportunities.
It’s a win-win.”
The CCC handles river restoration
projects in cities big and small. While the
Los Angeles River impacts millions, 550
miles to the north, the Sacramento River
affects just a few thousand where it runs

‘Hard work, low pay, miserable
conditions, and more!’

through the heart of downtown Redding.
The CCC is contracted with the City
of Redding to deploy Corpsmembers
to remove an old parking lot, eradicate
invasive species, and restore a stretch of
river channel near the city’s iconic Sundial
Bridge. Funding for the Redding project
comes from statewide Proposition 1.
Approved by California voters in
2014, Proposition 1 authorized $7.545
billion in bonds to fund water quality,
supply, and infrastructure projects. Rivers,
lakes, and coastal watersheds alone will
receive $1.495 billion for projects. And,
the CCC’s shall be used whenever feasible
on projects that fall under the river and
lakes chapter.
“Prop 1 is a great way for our regional
partners to connect with the CCC,” said
Saito. “Some of these organizations
may not have worked with us before.
We’re able to share with them what our
Corpsmembers can do and hopefully
develop long-lasting partnerships.”
While Prop 1 has renewed the focus
of local conservancies, cities, and counties
on river revitalization, it is work the
CCC has taken on since its earliest days.
Since 1980, the CCC has partnered with
the California Department of Fish and
Wildlife (CDFW), as well as private and
public landowners. Hundreds of projects
ranging from stream-bank stabilization to
7

habitat and barrier assessment, native riparian planting,
and Salmon restoration projects have been completed.
Back in Los Angeles County, the CCC is prepared
to take on more projects along the Los Angeles River.
Whether it’s improving in-stream habitats, cleaning up
long neglected trees, or something entirely different,
Corpsmembers will be ready. “We’re doing this work for
a purpose,” says Corpsmember Diaz. “I love it. I love
cutting brush. I love being out in nature.”
Thanks to California voters, Corpsmembers like
Diaz will spend more time in natural environments
helping their communities. Prop 68’s June passage
will bring another $4.1 billion to improve the state’s
waterways, parks and environment. Over the next five
years, the CCC will provide $20 million worth of labor
for natural resource projects across the state, most
notably for the creation, restoration, or rehabilitation of
parks.
“This is a very good team to contact for projects
like this,” Linton said. “They’re hard working. The first
project I saw them do kind of blew me away at how
quickly they work.”
The CCC crews live up to the agency’s motto
of “Hard Work, Low Pay, Miserable Conditions and
More.” The Corpsmembers in Bell experienced their
fair share of hard work and miserable conditions in
late August, but they wouldn’t have it any other way.
“Hard work — it’s something you’ve got to do,” said
Corpsmember Lamb. “You’ve got to help out the
community so they can see the view better, so they can
have trees to look at.”u
Photos from top to bottom:
On the west side of the Los Angeles River, overgrown
trees encroach on the City of Bell’s bike path. CCC
crews worked to clear the debris and make the bike path
more accessible.
Corpsmembers Christian Lomeli and Juan Diaz stand
waist deep in tree overgrowth to remove the vegetation.
Prior to cutting the trees down, residents in the
neighborhood could not see the river or bike path.
Work by California Conservation Corpsmembers
revealed a neighborhood and industrial area long
hidden by tree overgrowth.
Overgrown trees and brush encroached on the bike path
along the Los Angeles River, until Corpsmembers like
Lucero Escobar helped clean up the area.

Check out this CCC video:
<https://youtu.be/PRSEVm9owPk>
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Flocking Back to the Hills of Cronan Ranch
by Monte Kawahara (BLM Forester) and Beth Brenneman (BLM Botanist)
COLOMA, CA (April 2018) –
This month when you see the cottony
clouds floating across the rolling green
slopes of Cronan Ranch, take a closer look
– they may actually be our woolly grazers,
returning this spring to the popular BLM
public lands around the South Fork
American River. Just a few miles upstream
of Folsom Reservoir, the Cronan Ranch
trails are used by over 30,000 hikers,
equestrians, and bikers each year.
The sheep’s main objective is to
target the invasive noxious weed, yellow
star-thistle (Centaurea solstitialis),
which ironically enough arrived here in
contaminated fodder seed from Europe.
The weed grows quickly and outcompetes
most of the native wildflowers and
grasses. It is also toxic to horses, making
it a serious risk along the miles of
equestrian trails which connect Cronan to
Magnolia Ranch, Dave Moore Recreation
Area, and Greenwood Creek. The spiny
blooms for which the weed is named can
be problematic for other recreationists
passing through as well, from paragliders
and flyfishers to dogs and their walkers.
Over the years, the suppression of
natural, low-intensity wildfire has not only
thrown off regular cycles of succession for
native annuals, but has disproportionately
Winter 2018

favored yellow star-thistle to spread
without natural environmental controls.
Because of its longer taproot, it can also
withstand higher intensity fires than
the native annuals – fires which are
unnaturally higher in intensity due to the
unnatural fuel buildup as a result of too
much fire suppression. Only well-timed
combinations of prescribed fire, targeted
grazing during bloom, and/or herbicides
have been found to successfully control
this weed on a landscape level. More
targeted grazing means less herbicide is
needed to combat the invasive species
along these high-traffic areas.
Upon their initial arrival four years
ago, the sheep had not yet developed their
palates for yellow star-thistle, and impact
was mixed. But after a couple of years of
training by the shepherd, returning sheep
had learned to seek out yellow star-thistle
specifically – and they are teaching their
offspring to prefer the weed as well.
Last year, native populations of purple
needlegrass (Nassella pulchra) were found
regenerating in meadows at Cronan Ranch
from where they were thought to have
disappeared. Purple needlegrass is the
California State Grass, and is a standard
material for Native American Indian

basketweaving. BLM botanists Beth
Brenneman and Graciela Hinshaw are
working to multiply the seed and aid in its
recovery.
This project is another great example
of how restoring native biodiversity
tends to produce countless downstream
benefits – it reduces the fire hazard for
neighbors, improves safety and aesthetics
for recreationists on both the river and
the trails, and secures water quality for
everyone downstream.
Though visitors will likely be able
to easily view the sheep on various
pastures alongside the many trails, they
are warned to stay at a safe distance from
the temporary electric fencing and sheep
dogs, and be sure to keep any pets from
harassing the sheep while they are hard at
work.
The herd will be moseying through
rotating pastures of Cronan until the end
of August, when they will hop on the next
truck for greener pastures, literally. When
the same sheep return next year, some
with new offspring, they will pick up right
where they left off… nipping these weeds
in the bud, while unknowingly revitalizing
the range for everyone else.u
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The unofficial history of river professionals is often oral
or documented in a personal journal at best. We invite
you to share“that epic moment” in your river career, or
any moment of inspiration (essay, poetry, artwork). Think
of late night campfire tales and let us be educated, if not
purely entertained.
Please send submissions of any length (along with
photos, drawings, and credits) to the RMS Journal.

The Merals Pool Put-In:
Eight Years in the Life of a River Ranger
by Bob Stanley
I came to the Stanislaus National Forest and the Tuolumne
Wild and Scenic River in 2010 to work as the Lead River
Ranger. Since I’d spent a good portion of years running the “T”
commercially, I figured I owed a payback for all the good times
I had. Plus there was Cherry Creek, the commercial run that
defines Class V among all the commercial runs in the U.S.
There was no USFS river ranger program when I arrived.
For equipment there was one leaky boat, a weird steel rowing
frame with a couple of lightweight aluminum plastic oars, a
barrel pump, and a 5/8” static line severed into two parts. Our
boat warehouse was an old shed in the compound boneyard with
no water, power, or phones. But there was an energetic, forwardthinking Public Service Staff Officer. He was wondering why
there was a congressionally designated wild and scenic river so
renowned worldwide for its challenging whitewater, but yet only
one person on the district had ever seen the river canyon from the
water! He decided to change the inertia. And so, there I was.
The Tuolumne was designated in 1984 but access to the
water was still difficult. I had worked there through the 90’s and
experienced the difficulty with access to and from the river. There
were only three narrow trails to the put-in water from the road
at Merals Pool. There can be more than 20 boats going into the
water with only a 3-hour pulse of water to launch. Launches are
difficult to say the least – they involved carrying boats on heads
to the water, then frames and rigging, then coolers and boxes,
finally personal gear and soft items. It could be a nightmare,
especially for private boaters who did not have experience with
this launch and not tuned-in to the water “bubble.”
One instance that is burned into my memory occurred in
2012. I was at the launch and looked over to see a man and
young girl dragging a raft down the upper put-in trail. They were
struggling to get their boat to the river. The water pulse had risen
and they were woefully behind in being ready to start their trip
so I went over to help. He had bought a used raft and completed
10

multi-day trips on several rivers when he was young. He now
wanted to return with his daughter to introduce her to the joy of
boating multi-day and difficult whitewater. One could feel his
anxiety over the possibility that they might miss the water bubble.
We got them onto the water as fast as possible. As I watched
them move out into the pool, I felt a strong emotion, realizing the
strength of this man’s love for his daughter, wanting her to know
and share the joy of being alive inside the power of nature.
We need access to rivers we designate wild and scenic if
we are to keep them preserved for future generations. If their
natural power, beauty, and diversity are not experienced and
valued in real lives, who will protect them from inundation and
degradation?
For the sake of access, we took every opportunity to maintain
the Merals Pool put-in. We partnered with the Tuolumne River
Trust and recruited volunteers. In 2016, we sponsored a volunteer
day for the put-in. At the end of the day I get to talk a little with
one of them, Darrell London. I tell him about our vision for the
put-in. “Yeah, I’m a concrete guy, maybe I can help?” he says. I
try not to appear overly excited about this. “Yeah, that would be
great” I say non-nonchalantly. He responds, “I think we could
get this done in a week. I know a friend who has a skid steer we
could borrow for prep and I’d be willing to bring my crew in
for the pour.” “Uh, yeah...wow, that sounds great...” I say with a
look of wonder on my face while my voice trails off in disbelief.
“Yeah,” he says, “Looks like you guys are doing a good thing
here, I’d have to work it into our schedule, but maybe we could
do it early next spring.” I feel like sitting down in the road we’re
standing on. Could this be real? I’d been calling, writing emails,
pleading for help for years by now. Then he adds, “And our
pumper is a close friend of mine, we work together all the time.
I bet I could get him to donate his equipment and crew too.”
Now I’m paralyzed. What did he just say? Is this for real? And
so began the realization of a dream many Tuolumne boaters have
had over the last 40 years.u (See: https://vimeo.com/178491291)
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Before and after photos of the Merals Pool put-in on the Tuolumne River, CA. Photos (plus more on next page): Bob Stanley
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(Above, left): Unloading concrete. (Above, right): Forming the stemwall. (Below): London Concrete in action.

Bob Stanley

Picture This! Rapid Shooter

(Above): Installing the slide. (Below): First boat into the water!

Bob Stanley works as a
Lead River Ranger for the
Groveland Ranger District,
Stanislaus National Forest.
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Cross-Watershed Network
2017 Steering Committee gathering in Phoenix, Arizona. Credit: XWN

Lower Virgin River, Mesquite, Nevada (December 2017). Photo: Deborah Campbell

by XWN staff and Steering Committee
October 12, 2018
The Cross-Watershed Network
(XWN), a peer-to-peer learning network
for watershed practitioners in the
Southwest, is currently celebrating its
fifth year. XWN was founded through
a partnership between the River
Management Society (RMS) and other
regional and local entities. Today, an
eight-member Steering Committee of
natural resource professionals from across
the Southwest guide the direction of
XWN. RiversEdge West currently serves
as the fiscal agent and incubator for XWN,
and houses its 2-person staff in Grand
Junction, Colorado. In 2019, XWN is
gearing up for its 6th Annual Workshop,
this year hosted by the Virgin River
Conservation Partnership (VRCP).
VRCP is a collaboration of
governmental agencies, nonprofit
organizations, funders, and individuals
working together to develop and
implement a conservation and
management strategy for the lower Virgin
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River ecosystem and its tributaries. Like
many western rivers, population growth
and planning, water quality and use,
floodplain management, recreation, habitat
and wildlife, and volunteerism are among
the many considerations for the Virgin
River.
Several VRCP stakeholders are
participating in the development of the
newly formed Virgin River Coalition
(VRC), a public-private collaborative
focused on developing a community-based
Integrated Watershed Plan for the Lower
Virgin River in Nevada and Arizona.
Local communities, state and federal
agencies, nonprofit and private companies,
and private landowners will collaborate
to restore and protect the riparian corridor
for both nature and local communities.
The plan will initially focus on recreation,
water management, native fish, and
riparian habitat.
VRCP, with additional support from
XWN, is hosting the 6th annual XWN

Annual Workshop focusing on water
management topics such as Integrated
Water Management Planning. XWN will
provide additional fundraising, outreach,
planning, and facilitation capacity for the
workshop. The 2019 gathering will be
March 27-28, 2019, in Las Vegas, Nevada,
at the Clark County Wetlands Park.
“The upcoming joint workshop
in Las Vegas will provide an optimum
opportunity for watershed practitioners to
learn from each other, share best practices,
and see first hand how engineered
wetlands can provide important habitat,
and provide recreation and education
experiences in an urban setting,” says
Deborah Campbell, Facilitator and
Coordinator of the VRCP.
In addition to the Annual Workshop,
XWN provides a number of services
to help people connect. Cross-visits, a
XWN-coined term that simply describes
exchanges between groups from different
watersheds, are another staple program. At
RMS Journal

a typical cross-visit, two or more groups
gather in the field to share relevant projectrelated advice, building momentum for
future collaboration, and expanding crossboundary partnerships with individuals
and organizations. XWN’s online
resources include an e-newsletter and a
directory of XWN watershed practitioners
hosted on the XWN website.
In the last year, XWN has stepped into
a new role in Arizona. With a growing list
of partners, XWN aspires to create a statelevel support system for cross-watershed
collaboration in Arizona. Currently, XWN
and partners are collecting information
about current needs and priorities for those
working on watershed issues in Arizona
through a combination of surveys and
interviews. This information will inform a
strategy to better support watershed work
within the state.
The best way to connect with
XWN is to sign up for the newsletter
on the website, or reach out to
Winter 2018

steeringcommittee@crosswatershed.net
with any questions or ideas about how
XWN could better support you and your
watershed work.

For more information, contact VRCP
Facilitator and Coordinator, Deborah
Campbell, at dcampbell54@cox.net, or
visit the VRCP website.u

2017 XWN Annual Workshop in Socorro County, New Mexico. Credit: XWN
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Cry Me a River — The Healing Power of Moving Water*
Photos courtesy of Tom Redd.

“Water symbolizes many things connected with healing.
Pouring forth from within the depths of the earth, it represents
life and regeneration.”
				

Healing Places, Wilbert Gesler

There is something about running rivers that is inherently
therapeutic. There is something about the current, the sheer force
of moving water pushing relentlessly downstream, carrying
universal messages along with it about life itself. Karen House,
a licensed therapist and whitewater rafting guide, is on the trip
with us. Karen, a Special Forces widow herself, assures us the
Colorado River is big enough to handle anything we care to toss
into it. She encourages us to discard unwanted thoughts and
feelings into its depths and retrieve new thoughts and feelings
from it. The river, Karen explains, is for deliverance, for purging
those unspeakable things that eat away at our souls. The river is
a place for leaving behind self-destructive thoughts and replacing
them with life-affirming thoughts to fortify us for a future that
lies downstream.
In Memorium
David “Doc” Gwinn, 2nd Battalion / 7th Marines
by Daniel L. Dustin, Ph.D.
“A slow force took hold of us; the bank began to go backward.
I felt the complicated urgency of the current, like a thing made
of many threads being pulled, and with this came the feeling I
always had at the moment of losing consciousness at night,
going toward something unknown that I could not avoid,
but from which I would return. I dipped the paddle in.”
			

Deliverance, James Dickey

I am sitting on the front of a NAVTEC J-Rig with my feet
dangling in the Colorado River. It is May 25th, 2018, and I am
part of a Warriors on Cataract flotilla heading toward Cataract
Canyon, Utah. Seated beside me is Jackie Heffington, mother
of the late David “Doc” Gwinn, Navy Corpsman to the 2nd
Battalion, 7th Marines in Afghanistan. David’s service in
Helmand Province, site of some of the fiercest battles with the
Taliban and source of some of the severest casualties suffered by
U.S. troops, was gut wrenching. Doc’s mission was to save lives,
and now, just a few short years later, we are floating the Colorado
River through Cataract Canyon to commemorate the loss of his
life. Jackie is accompanied by a handful of Marines from David’s
unit, along with David’s widow Amanda, David’s sister-in-law
Jamie, and David’s brother, Luke, and sister, Mandi. Jackie is
here to try to better understand why David so enjoyed these river
outings with his comrades from the 2/7th. She is trying her best
to take in this river experience through the eyes of her son.
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“The river was blank and mindless with beauty.
It was the most glorious thing I have ever seen.
But it was not seeing, really. For once it was not just seeing.
It was beholding. I beheld the river in its icy pit of brightness,
in its far-below sound and indifference, in its large coil and tiny
points and flashes of the moon, in its long sinuous form, in its
uncomprehending consequence.”
									
					
Deliverance, James Dickey
But a river’s therapeutic role is much more complex than
this. The river serves multiple salving purposes for these Marines,
whose lives were so tightly bound together by war, and whose
lives now, all too often, have come unraveled upon returning
home. In Blue Mind (2014), a book about the centrality of water
to human life, Wallace Nichols discusses three different mindsets,
what he calls our Red, Gray, and Blue Minds, each responding
to the river in their own way. Red Minds reflect an edgy high,
characterized by stress, anxiety, fear, and maybe even a little
bit of anger and despair. It is a state of mind that is a result of
the “fight or flight” response related to survival situations—a
cocktail, as Nichols puts it, of norepinephrine, dopamine, and
cortisol, producing feelings of exhilaration. Cataract Canyon’s
rapids, especially Big Drops One, Two, and Three, cater to the
Marines’ Red Minds. With little to no rafting experience, they
eagerly attack The Big Drops in paddle boats. The closer to the
water, the closer to the rocks, the closer to the waves, the closer
to the risks, the better. The adrenaline rush is a welcome contrast
to their now ordinary and everyday existence.
*I would like to thank the Kendeda Fund for supporting this work.
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The eddies and slower currents above and below the rapids
offer the Gray Mind of numbed out depression and the Blue
Mind of calm centeredness time for reflection and introspection,
for exorcising demons, for anticipating what lies ahead, and,
afterwards, for contemplating what has just been achieved.
Basking in the afterglow of having accomplished something
significant as a team, the “tribe” (Junger, 2016) is back together
again, and it feels really good (Dustin, Tysor, Bricker, and
Brownlee, 2017). The Big Drops were not the enemy per se,
but they were a formidable challenge worth tackling, and their
successful negotiation is something to be celebrated.
“It’s hard to be in a bad mood around beautiful flowing water.
Whatever cares you have are lightened when you spend some
time with water. The presence of a brisk, bright mountain stream
makes you smile, it makes you feel better, whether you’re already
feeling good or you’re low.”
					
			
The Big Thirst: The Secret Life and
			
Turbulent Future of Water, Charles Fishman
Once ashore, camp provides time to share stories about the
day’s adventure, to eat together, to laugh together, and later on,
around the campfire, to talk about “Doc” Gwinn, and the role
he played in saving Marines. And on the final morning, which
this year happens to be Memorial Day, the talk turns to the
everlasting respect and admiration the Marines will carry in their
hearts and minds for David Gwinn. To an outsider, it is hard to
fully comprehend the strength and depth of the bond that holds
these Marines and their fallen comrade together (Dustin et al.,
2017). There are other veterans on the trip from other branches
of the Armed Forces and from other wars, but the 2/7 Marines
Winter 2018

are a tight-knit bunch. They tease each other unmercifully, and
to an outsider the humor borders on cruelty. Yet it becomes
crystal clear, though unspoken, that each of these Marines would
sacrifice their life for one another. Indeed, based on the Helmand
Province death toll, it is painfully obvious that many of them
already have laid down their lives for one another. That they
have come together on this spectacular river in this spectacular
part of southern Utah to pay tribute to those fallen and those still
standing is a remarkable thing to behold. It is also remarkable to
bear witness to their celebration of life itself, and the promise this
river rendezvous holds for their future. This is one Memorial Day
I will never forget.
“What if your doctor handed you a prescription for stress or
ill health that read, ‘Take two waves, a beach walk, and some
flowing river, and call me in the morning?’”
									
					
Blue Mind, Wallace Nichols
While I cannot speak for Jackie Heffington, I would like to
think that she, like me, now better appreciates that “we owe our
veterans the best rivers to run, the best trails to hike, the best
canyons to explore, and the best mountains to climb. We owe
them the best of what America has to offer. They have earned
the right of first refusal to these opportunities by volunteering
to do what the rest of us have not. They have paid for them
with their blood” (Dustin, 2018a, 2018b, p. 226). Less than 1%
of Americans now serve in the Armed Forces, and supporting
non-profits like Warriors on Cataract that provide veterans with
whitewater rafting opportunities is a powerfully symbolic way
to say “Thank you for your service” and to demonstrate palpable
ongoing civilian support for our military family to help heal the
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wounds of war.
Running rivers is also a critically important therapeutic
alternative to the traditional clinical settings so many veterans
avoid. As Karen House avows, “the value of what happens out
here cannot be replicated in any clinical office by any traditional
means. There is something truly magical about stepping out
of your comfort zone into something that is so powerful, so
majestic, and so healing. You cannot help but be fully engaged in
a totally different process as you move down the river.” The river
is non-judgmental. It simply listens. Keith Branch, a 2/7 Marine
on this river outing adds, “Trips like this are natural medicine for
me and my brothers. I believe in the healing power of the river
and the canyons. They reestablish bonds and recharge us for the
coming year. I can say for certain that trips like this save lives.”
I don’t know that we will ever be able to understand the
healing power of moving water
scientifically (Dustin, Bricker,
Negley, Brownlee, Schwab, &
Lundberg, 2016; Tysor, Bell,
Brownlee, Bricker & Dustin,
2017), but I don’t need science
to affirm what I know in my
heart to be true. There is great
metaphorical power in moving
water. Like life itself, there are
important lessons to be learned
from having surrendered to its
never ending advance. Whether
it is how to negotiate turbulent
times while avoiding dangerous
pitfalls, or biting off more than
we can chew only to find we can
chew it after all, or accepting
the fact that life is so much
larger than any one of us, there
is something about running
rivers that cultivates a healthier
perspective regarding humankind’s place in the order of things.
“Then in the Arctic half-light of the canyon, all existence fades
to a being with my soul ... Eventually, all things merge into one,
and a river runs through it. The river was cut by the world’s great
flood and runs over rocks from the basement of time. On some of
the rocks are timeless raindrops. Under the rocks are the words,
and some of the words are theirs ... I am haunted by waters.”
								
			
A River Runs Through It, Norman Maclean
It is important for river managers, guides, and stewards of
America’s riparian environments to be aware of these deeper
layers of meaning participants take away from their river running
experiences. While rivers certainly are great sources of recreation
in its most common sense, rivers are also great sources of “recreation” in its most profound sense. Rivers provide a deeply
therapeutic experience for those who open themselves up to their
healing properties, and for that reason river professionals should
take great satisfaction in the work they do. Whether they realize it
or not, they are in the healing business.
In Moby Dick (1851/1998), Ishmael begins by seeking the
solace of water to bring him out of the “November” of his soul.
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Perhaps this is the most important therapeutic contribution the
Colorado River makes to the 2/7 Marines. As it winds its way
through Utah’s Cataract Canyon below its juncture with the
Green River in Canyonlands National Park, the Colorado River
transforms winter into spring, darkness into light, and sadness
into the promise of a new beginning.u
Please address all correspondence to:
Daniel L. Dustin, Ph.D.
Department of Health, Kinesiology, and Recreation
University of Utah
250 South 1850 East Room 200
Salt Lake City, Utah 84112-0920
(801)-585-7560
daniel.dustin@health.utah.edu

Feather Fest
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Rafting Magazine paddler Daniel Jenkins and his crew run a fantastic curtain falls in the
middle of the Tobin Section, North Fork Feather River. Courtesy: Rafting Magazine

by Trevor Croft
Every autumn, paddlers from across the Western United
States flock to the North Fork of the Feather River near Oroville,
CA. The fourth weekend of September marks the final scheduled
release from Rock Creek Dam and the incredible Feather Fest
at Indian Jim Campground. This festival is an annual celebration
of the Feather River and serves as a fundraiser for American
Whitewater’s work in California. At its core, the event is a
celebration of AW’s successful efforts to restore boatable flows
to the Feather River and reconnect the community to this special
place. The festival is put on through efforts of AW volunteers,
and the paddling community as a whole, pitching in to support
this amazing gathering.
This three-day event brings together boaters who run every
type of whitewater craft down three distinct sections of river —
from fun Class III rapids of the Roger’s Flat Section, to exciting
Class IV on the Lobin Section, to the tough and intimidating
Class V Tobin Section. The roadside access makes the festival an
exciting event for aspiring boaters to paddle alongside some truly
world class kayakers.
Friday saw hundreds of boaters enjoying low water runs
down all three sections of the river. The festival kicked off that
night with a film series from local paddlers exploring Wild and
Scenic stretches as well as international conservation films
including Patagonia’s Blue Heart.
Winter 2018

Saturday’s Class V kayak races were a pitched battle
between amazing kayakers who are both on and off the pro
circuit. In addition to the class II slalom race, this year featured
a new class IV event race for inflatable boaters. Each section
of river is roadside creating a unique opportunity for paddlers
and non-boaters alike to enjoy some top notch paddling. Live
music, great food, and an awesome DJ that evening were the
height of the festivities. Raft and kayak manufacturers were on
hand running demo tents all weekend and generously donated to
support AW.
Sunday’s flows shut off at 2:00 PM, capping off the
weekend, this amazing river festival, and another epic summer
boating season in California. All this helps to support American
Whitewater’s advocacy efforts and restore flows to rivers
throughout the United States.u
Trevor Croft is the Managing Editor for Rafting Magazine.
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Where the River Meets the Road: Transportation and
Infrastructure Projects on Wild and Scenic Rivers
by Emma Lord
One of the many important river
management topics covered at this year’s
RMS Symposium was the intersection
of our nation’s transportation network
and our Wild and Scenic Rivers, and the
challenge of delivering solutions that
improve the infrastructure network while
protecting and enhancing river values. The
full day workshop on Transportation and
Infrastructure Projects on Wild and Scenic
Rivers provided transportation, regulatory,
and river-administering agency officials
with key concepts about proposed projects
on National Wild and Scenic Rivers. The
knowledge acquired during this workshop

helped participants ensure transportation
and infrastructure projects are completed
in a timely manner without significant
additional costs, and achieve greater
protection of Wild and Scenic River
values.
Amanda Warner-Thorpe, the U.S.
Forest Service Transportation Program
Manager for the Alaska and Pacific
Northwest Regions, began the workshop
with opening remarks about the nexus of
Wild and Scenic Rivers and the nation’s
transportation network and the importance
of collaboration, communication, and
compromise in developing projects that

protect both. Emma Lord (National Park
Service) informed participants about
the various resource materials that the
Interagency Wild and Scenic Rivers
Coordinating Council developed to help
increase knowledge and understanding
of this complex topic. In the morning
sessions, Jim MacCartney (National Park
Service) provided background on the Wild
and Scenic Rivers Act and the specifics
of Section 7 of the Act. Participants heard
from Rob Ayers of the Federal Highway
Administration about effects analysis,
project scoping, and documentation from a
transportation agency perspective.

The Section 7 flowchart is one of the resource materials developed by the Interagency Wild and Scenic Rivers Coordinating Council to help
practitioners work through the process. (Credit: IWSRCC)
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The afternoon sessions built on the
contextual information from the morning
sessions with presentations by Benny
Dean (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers)
and Sara Christensen (Oregon Department
of Environmental Quality) on project
permitting and a variety of case studies
from Wild and Scenic Rivers across the
country. Dave Cernicek (U.S. Forest
Service) talked about his experiences with
a post-landslide emergency highway repair
on busy U.S. 26 through the Snake River
Canyon in Wyoming. Participants heard
the transportation agency perspective
from Steve Morrow (Western Federal
Lands Highway, Federal Highway
Administration) on a bank stabilization
and fish passage improvement on the
Hoh River on the Olympic Peninsula in
Washington. As a consulting engineer,
Brian Bauman (HDR) provided his
perspective on the Rt. 395 bridge

replacement on the North Fork of the John
Day River in Oregon. Participants heard
from Jeff Duncan (National Park Service)
about the collaborative design charrette
process that involved many different
stakeholders on the Wekiva River Bridge
replacement in Florida. Leif Embertson
(Natural Systems Design) presented on a
current project to assess roadway and river
restoration alternatives and enhanced fish
passage along a dynamic stretch of the
Sauk River.
These real world situations enabled
participants to understand the delivery
of Section 7 compliant projects, the
consultation and coordination among
transportation, regulatory, and riveradministering agency officials, and the
design or modification of projects to
comply with the Wild and Scenic Rivers
Act. Throughout the day, the diverse
slate of presenters from engineering

firms, river-administering agencies,
transportation agencies, and regulatory
agencies highlighted the best practices
for early engagement, innovative project
design, and exemplary project delivery.
Workshop participants are ready to hit
the ground running with the knowledge
they gained from the workshop. When
asked how they would use the information
they learned in the workshop, participants
said they would immediately apply it to
Section 7 projects that they are working
on, increase communication between
project stakeholders, and use it to educate
and train other agency staff. The workshop
received many positive reviews and
requests for the training to be offered
again. Working with RMS and the River
Training Center, we hope to develop this
training into a regular part of the RTC’s
curriculum.u

How do you maintain an important thoroughfare that has been repeatedly damaged by lateral channel migration while enhancing fish habitat?
(Credit: Steve Morrow)
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(Awards, from page 1)

Dear friends and members of the River Management Society:
I am overwhelmed and very appreciative of the Outstanding Contribution to
River Management recognition you presented to me at the Vancouver Conference.
As I said then, I did not achieve this award alone. I stood on the backs of many
others who encouraged me during periods of despair, taught me in every contact,
corrected me when I was in error, and pushed me to go further.
I grew up on the farm ponds and rivers of New England. In 1965, while at the University of Vermont I saw a
television program about running the Colorado River through the Grand Canyon and I determined to run the
Canyon some day. In 1966, with a cheap, small raft I began my journey. Prior to that I had become active in the
environmental movement in Vermont and Quebec. But when I came West, and saw the wide open spaces, I did not
see threats to rivers and river canyons. It wasn’t until 1972 when I wandered into a place called Echo Park that I
realized those threats existed and that many people had stood up to fight in order that I might experience those wild,
wet and wonderful places. Still it took the firmness of B.A. Hanten and the polite guidance of Ron Smith, Ken Ross,
and the Hatches to motivate me to become involved.
I want to reiterate what I said at the ceremony: Amy Adams worked in the Price BLM office and her dedication to
customer service did not end at noon. She knew the river and she took time to know the people and she is a shining
example of what customer service should be. Amy is retiring this November. At the other end of the spectrum was
Denny Huffman a National Park Service manager. Denny took risks in protecting the canyons, making them a better
place and supporting management actions that were not always popular and were occasionally opposed to agency
desires. He stood up even when it might have affected his career.
You know, a long time ago at Dinosaur National Monument the river permit office offered permits not assigned
through the lottery on March 1st every year. The day prior to that event a large group of people, often from far away,
came to Dinosaur Headquarters with campers and tents. We assigned two volunteers to see that the restrooms were
clean and used appropriately. As the day waned firepans, cook stoves, imbibements and food appeared. Denny and
other NPS employees arrived and into the night spent time meeting people and explaining new rules to them. They
also listened to suggestions. Various reasons, including the rec.gov eliminated those campfire nights and an excellent
opportunity to share with river runners.
Now many of you folks meet with commercial outfitters to share new regulations, issues and such. But who does that
with private boaters? Why do they not have some sort of a seat at the agency table?
To be a good respondent to agency proposals one needs to know regulations, law and a deep background on
proposals. It is often contained as a governmenteze preamble or appendix to proposals. Remember, parts of your
audience are beer guzzling river runners and you might do well to “dumb it down” to attract meaningful comments
from them.
I recently went down Desolation Canyon, hauling five large oxygen bottles, a battery powered concentrator and a
battery to charge it, along with the regular “river gear.” I can still row a boat and run rapids, but I cannot do anything
on land and my wife and the people from Rig To Flip did everything for me. It may well be my last river trip. My fear
is that as I no longer experience the canyons I will lose knowledge and love of them and my passion to protect them.
That day will come for all of us.
I do not envy you all in these days. But in the spirit of Amy, be a good customer service person and in the image of
Denny, stand up for what you believe in, what is right. Remember, that you have a section of river to manage, to care
for and love also rides on the back of previous giants who took those risks. When the Echo Park controversy spilled
across the nation’s media there were people who took risks and stood up. Many of them were giants, but you must
remember what time it was in our history - The McCarthy years. And a poor ranger who sent National Geographic
a photo of Echo Park that was used in that magazine’s first ever political comment was investigated for being a
communist. He survived, you can too.u
— Herm
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selected for this award
in recognition of a life
dedicated to the constant
care and protection of our
nation’s rivers. As a federal
manager, a river educator,
a volunteer, an activist, a
mentor, a leader, a changemaker and premiere river
management/use historian,
Herm has never wavered
in his passion and energy
for rivers.
Herm began running
rivers in 1966. In 1975 he
began a federal career with
the National Park Service
and the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service; retiring
in 1996. He continued
following his love of rivers
as a guide, naturalist,
and historian — being
proactive in protecting
the river canyons of the
Colorado Plateau. Herm
has been acknowledged for
his contributions to a large
Herm Hoops and RMS President Linda Jalbert at the RMS awards luncheon. Photo: Meredith Meeks
number of river guides
and books. He has written many articles for historical journals
Riken, Domar, Avon, Hyside, Maravia, and more obscure and
and magazines, river conservation journals and river guide trade
now-defunct companies such as Udisco, Campways, and Leyland.
group publications.
Herm’s book, The History of Inflatable Boats and How They
He is a lifetime member of the Colorado Plateau River
Saved Rivers, is comprehensive and catalogs the evolution of
Guides, the Grand Canyon River Guides, and recently was
inflating animal skins as floats to modern day self-bailers. Along
made an honorary life member of the Utah Guides and
the way he reveals the pivotal players and introduces you to the
Outfitters Association. Herm has served on the boards of several
drive and passion that made these pioneers such critical pieces of
organizations, including Plateau Restoration, Conservation
the puzzle.
Adventures, and Colorado Plateau River Guides. Herm has
Herm has spent a lifetime relentlessly participating in
always been a mentor leading a willing younger generation into a every planning process affecting rivers where he could effect
purposeful life of river stewardship.
change. He has always been one to participate in river activism.
In the 1990s, Herm began to realize that unless someone
He tends to scold those that just run rivers and don’t speak for
started collecting and documenting the history of the
their protection and care. He is known as the great protector of
development of river travel as a “thing,” we would lose a little
Desolation Canyon. He knows it better than any other, and has
each time another river pioneer passed. Herm set himself to
worked passionately to fend off oil and gas development. His
this task, at his own expense and on his own time. Herm has
latest achievement was reading up on the creation of the large
devoted thousands of hours and dollars along with weeks of
impassible irrigation diversion dam near Green River, Utah,
travel gathering the data for his written histories. He has gone
and noticing that the irrigators were charged decades ago with
to the sources, the principals of the companies that he describes.
providing boat passage through the dam that was never built.
He unearthed files, lists, photographs, and journals of the people
“Well it would be cost prohibitive to retrofit such a thing onto the
that made the equipment that served the river runners as those
dam at this point!” they claimed. “Not our problem,” said Herm.
early explorers of river canyons helped save the rivers from being There is boat passage now. Herm proves what is possible when
dammed.
we are willing to go the extra mile for our rivers.
Herm has always shared his findings free of charge. The
University of Utah Special Collections Library took note of his
Frank Church Wild and Scenic Rivers Award
efforts, and placed his findings, notes, and other materials in their
collections and began funding further efforts. Some publications
This award recognizes contributions focused on the
include: The Dream Builders: A History of Rubber Fabricators,
management, enhancement, or protection of designated Wild and
B.F. Goodrich, Rubber Crafters, and Demaree Inflatable Boats;
Scenic Rivers. As with the Outstanding Contribution to River
B.A. Hanten: His Fair and Respected Rogue Inflatables; The
Management, this award recognizes a history of contributions
Swanson Boat Oar Company; histories of Wing, Campways/
with a broad geographic scope (as opposed to more recent or
Winter 2018
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project/location-specific accomplishments). Jim Eicher was
selected as the winner this year.
Jim Eicher was a river seasonal for seven years prior to
his first permanent job. He first worked on the Wild and Scenic
Rogue River in Oregon. His work since is a testament to his
dedication, passion, and love of rivers. Jim’s interest in river
management started early in his career. He has been a River
Management Society (RMS) member since 1989. He has served
as the Pacific Chapter President on many occasions.
Jim has been a river ranger, manager, leader, networker,
facilitator, expert negotiator with the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC), mentor, consultant, and a strong proponent
of the profession of river management. His history
of accomplishments includes: community-based
planning, an expert negotiator in the FERC
relicensing process, Wild and Scenic Rivers Act and
Section 7, partnerships, coordinating and cooperating
whole river basin (multi-state) strategies; recreational
law enforcement; river-based recreation management;
allocation and carrying capacity techniques;
negotiating political issues and dealing with special
interest groups.
Jim leads by example and is a problem-solver and
active field manager. He gets into the field where the
action is. Until he retired in 2017, Jim managed all or
portions of seven river segments, three of which are
Wild and Scenic Rivers — the North Fork American,
Merced, and Tuolumne. He also managed four nondesignated rivers: South Fork American, Consumnes,
Mokelumne, and Yuba rivers.
Jim has promoted interpretation, education and
information on trails which parallel the rivers, e.g.,
Merced River Trail. He has floated hundreds of miles,
driven the roads, hiked the trails, and sought out the
public and outfitters to not only garner support for
Wild and Scenic Rivers but to ask their advice in how
to better care for them. Early in his career, Jim along
with his field manager resolved a myriad of issues on
the Merced Wild and Scenic River for the public to
use and access this river.
Due to two drownings on the South Fork
American in 1989, Jim with BLM took on a controversial issue to
fix an unsafe public boating situation (foot entrapments) at Rhino
Rock in Meat Grinder Rapid. Working with Pacific Gas and
Electric (PG&E), the California Division of Water Rights, and
FERC, the issue was resolved by removing a 3x5’ granite rock.
This solution also led to amending the FERC license to PG&E to
allow the minimum flow to be temporarily modified if required in
emergency situations.
Jim has used community-based planning and hosted multiple
public workshops, meetings, open houses, and focus groups
to gain input and support for rivers in his field office. He has
also attended other agency, community, and outfitter meeting/
gatherings to stand up and support Wild and Scenic Rivers.
In January 1997, the Merced WSR reached 91,500 cfs
for more than 14 hours and wiped out many of the man-made
structures along its banks for the previous 100 years. Damage
was estimated in the hundreds of millions of dollars. Jim’s entire
field office shifted its priorities to repair much of what they had
lost. In four months, the BLM repaired all three campgrounds,
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five miles of road, and a temporary suspension bridge along with
the support of the county public works, chamber of commerce,
board of supervisors, USFS, and NPS. This was in large part due
to Jim’s vision of public service and keeping the river open.
Jim was the primary author of BLM’s Merced Wild and
Scenic River Management Plan and was responsible for the
Saxon Creek Water Project. He served on the Interagency Wild
and Scenic Rivers Coordinating Council, and provided first-hand
knowledge on technical papers and Council products. He actively
consulted and coordinated with the National Park Service and
contributed to the NPS Yosemite Valley Planning effort and the
revised Merced River Management Plan.

Jim Eicher and RMS President Linda Jalbert. Photo: Meredith Meeks

To quote Jim, “Awards are a reflection of what we have
accomplished, but it is my belief that our real awards or rewards
as river managers come from those we serve and the precious
resources we work on every day in order to protect and enhance
the watershed for future generations . . I have dedicated my
professional career to watershed and river management issues.”
River Manager of the Year Award
This award recognizes contributions that are field-oriented
and location-specific, with a focus on recent accomplishments.
Corita Waters of the National Park Service is the 2018 winner of
this award.
For the last 15 years, Corita has promoted river conservation
and recreation access through the National Park Service technical
assistance program to communities. Her thoughtfulness,
optimism, and dedication, effectively contributes to river
management as she advocates for river staff, dollars, standards,
and protection.
RMS Journal

One of Corita’s major successes is developing innovative
river management techniques through her work to establish the
National Water Trail System (NWTS). Because of her ability to
resolve complex issues relating to river management, Corita was
an essential member of the team that created the NWTS as a new
program: naming the program, determining how it should be
organized, developing criteria and soliciting applications, setting
up websites, coordinating interagency meetings, spearheading
the selection committee, and getting Secretarial approval. Now
with 21 Water Trails, the NWTS exemplifies best practices for
recreation opportunities, education, conservation, community
support, public information, trail maintenance, and planning.
Corita has an amazing ability to keep up-to-date with
National Park Service partners and interagency networks, which
has been crucial in coordinating experts, practitioners, and a team
to champion best management practices. Her resourcefulness
has led to the creation of various river management tools that
can be used by river managers across the country. Examples of
best practices resources Corita has been involved with include:
Prepare to Launch; River Access Framework (in progress); and
the National Rivers Project.
Corita is extremely adept at designing meetings and
conferences as well as implementing new techniques that
connect river managers through conference calls, trainings, and
webinars. Corita helped develop the 2015 National Water Trails
Forum in Michigan, which enabled water trail managers and
advocates to exchange information. She is a frequent leader of
Water Trail, Water Safety, Accessibility, and Diversity sessions
at RMS trainings and River Rally. In addition, Corita co-leads
the National Park Service community of practice groups, to
share experience and answer questions, hosting webinars, often
in association with National Park Service, RMS, or American
Rivers. She has also successfully advocated for her colleagues’
participation in conferences and training. Notably, Corita recently
engaged National Park Service Risk Management Staff to present
information about river safety for NPS staff and develop a river
safety toolkit session for the October 2018 RMS Symposium.
Throughout her career, Corita has provided countless
opportunities to increase river and watershed awareness among
communities. Corita supports river management staff in the field
and built the new National Park Service rivers website, which
provides information on the wide variety of ways the National
Park Service works on rivers. She successfully pursued a variety
of interagency and public outreach materials. She was responsible
for guiding a team to create a Jr. River Ranger educational
handout that promotes youth engagement through river-focused
activities. Additionally, Corita helped create Wild and Scenic
River films and prepare them for public viewing online and
during film festivals. Corita played a leading role in organizing
and facilitating public events including the Washington, DC
Environmental Film Festival and the #FindYourWay interagency
panel session.
2018 was the 50th anniversary of the Wild and Scenic Rivers
Act, and Corita acted as a liaison to the National Park Foundation
advocating for grants for wild and scenic rivers. She effectively
represented the NPS in partnership and interagency working
groups, which directly lead to innovative communications that
engaged diverse audiences in celebration of rivers, including the
“It’s your River. Make Your Splash!” tagline that was featured
prominently in 50th anniversary outreach materials.
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Corita is an outstanding advocate for professional river
management. Her extraordinary accomplishments primarily
center on improving public river access and stewardship with
the creation of the National Water Trails System and support for
the 50th Anniversary of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. She
succeeds in bringing people together around the common purpose
of improving river access and stewardship opportunities through
the development of new tools, websites, films, and social media.
Corita is the water that brings life to the National Park Service
rivers program because wherever she goes, she is able to engage
people in meaningful discussions about advancing the needs of
rivers and watersheds.
Outstanding Contribution to the
River Management Society Award
This award recognizes contributions to the success
of the River Management Society. This award recognizes
contributions at the national or regional level that result in greater
organizational effectiveness, efficiency, growth, positive change,
or enthusiasm. Ryan Turner is the 2018 winner of this award.
Ryan began his career with the BLM Cottonwood Field Office as
a seasonal River Ranger on the Lower Salmon River in June of
2010. Ryan is currently a full-time year round Park Ranger/River
Ranger for the Lower Salmon River Recreation Program.
Ryan has been a member of the River Management Society
(RMS) since 2010 and was awarded with a year’s membership
for winning the 2011 RMS Wild and Scenic Rivers Photo
Contest. He jumped into helping the Northwest Chapter by
running for and serving as its Secretary from 2011-2014 and
has served as the Northwest Chapter Vice President since 2015.
Ryan helped organize multiple Northwest Chapter events since
joining RMS, including the Lower Salmon River chapter event
in 2015. Most recently, Ryan helped organize and instruct the
2017 Northwest Chapter River Ranger Rendezvous (RRR) hosted
by the BLM and RMS. During the Rendezvous, Ryan presented
multiple discussion topics and as result of the 2017 RRR, RMS
generated 13 new memberships. Additionally, $2,612.96 was
raised through donations of money, raffle items, and registration
fees which was given to the Northwest Chapter of RMS for the
scholarship fund. Ryan is also a certified Leave No Trace (LNT)
Master Educator and helped facilitate a LNT Trainer Course as
part of the 2017 RRR.
Ryan has a passion for protecting rivers and natural
resources, and being a part of RMS. Ryan has been a proponent
for expanding opportunities for river rangers at the River
Management Society symposia and he is effective at “keeping
us real.” Ryan exemplifies why on-the-ground personnel are
so important. He knows river management is not just an office
endeavor, but also the face-to-face, day-to-day business that
protects our rivers. Ryan is a certified EMT, which he earned
on his own time, and he has brought those skills to the BLM
and other river users. He now serves as a Wilderness First
Responder and CRP/First Aid Instructor, in addition to being a
Level 4 Swiftwater instructor, certified by the American Canoe
Association.
Not only does Ryan contribute his time and effort to RMS,
he stands as the example of what we expect of our members. He
continually strives to make the organization, as well as the rivers
we use, a memorable experience.u
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After the event, participants were asked to take an online
survey to share their impressions and suggestions. Seventy people
(about one third of those attending the symposium) responded
to the survey. Most of those attended the full event and 85% are
members of RMS. Almost half of the respondents were attending
their first symposium. On a 5-point scale, most respondents rated
themselves very satisfied with the symposium; only 2 respondents
rated themselves as unsatisfied. Specific comments focused on
the choice of sessions, the overall presentations, and speakers.
Over 80% of respondents thought the symposium length was just
right, while about 15% said it was too long.
When asked to rate various parts of the symposium, the
highest ratings were assigned to the two pre-symposium trainings
and the field sessions. The lowest ratings were assigned to the
live auction/closing banquet and online registration.
About 40% of respondents loved the symposium app and
about 30% did not use it. Field sessions were the most highly
rated part of the symposium with 60% evaluating the speakers
as “awesome;” no one rated any field trip as “not great.”
Most enjoyed having the field sessions on the middle day; a
few thought this disrupted the flow of the event. Those who
participated in the resume review/interview sessions rated them
highly.
We created a word cloud to depict answers to the question,
What aspects of the Symposium were the most useful or
interesting?

2018 RMS Symposium –
A Recap
by Helen Clough
Over 250 people attended the 2018 RMS Symposium, Wild,
Scenic and Beyond! in Vancouver, Washington, October 22-25.
Approximately the same number of people attended the National
Trails Conference, co-located in the same venue with several
shared events. Participants had up to six tracks of concurrent
sessions, nine field sessions, and opportunities to interact in a
host of formal and informal settings.
About ten percent of the participants were students from
across the country. The Bureau of Land Management supported
four students selected on the basis of their participation in
the Public Lands Foundation Student Congress. Students and
advisors attended from four River Studies and Leadership
Certificate (RSLC) program schools including large contingents
from Virginia Commonwealth University and Northern Arizona
University. RSLC schools Western Washington University and
Sierra Nevada College were also represented.
Two formal training sessions were held in advance of the
symposium. Ben Lawhon from Leave No Trace, Inc. presented
“Authority of the Resource – Effective Communication of Leave
No Trace” attended by participants from both the symposium
and the trails conference. RMS’s River Training Center rolled
out its first instructor training attended by over 25 professionals
who may become training center instructors. The River Training
Center also provided 11 other sessions considered formal federal
employee training under the Department of Interior “Talent”
program. Fifteen sessions qualified for continuing education
credits or equivalent under the American Planning Association,
the American Society of Landscape Architects, and the National
Recreation and Park Association.
The Symposium formally opened with plenary speakers
sharing unique back stories related to the Wild and Scenic Rivers
Act, followed by Lisa Ronald sharing a multi-media presentation
of the 50th anniversary of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act
highlighting a sampling of local river events and activities. The
afternoon ended with stories entitled, “Why I do this.” Ashley
Nichole Lewis, Quinault Nation angling guide and college
student; Dakota Goodman, river guide activist law student; Joe
Whitworth, President of the Freshwater Trust; and Kai Allen,
recreation planner, all shared their stories and their personal
connections to rivers.
Monday ended with an opening reception and poster session
– a joint event with the National Trails Conference. Nineteen
posters were presented by students and others. Agency leaders,
including Jaime Connell, Oregon-Washington State Director,
Bureau of Land Management; Jeff Reinbold, Assistant Director
for Partnerships and Civic Engagement, National Park Service;
and Vicki Christiansen, Chief USDA Forest Service, welcomed
participants and spoke of their agency commitments to rivers
and trails. Participants had an opportunity to begin to view the
over 200 silent auction items donated on behalf of RMS and the
Partnership for the National Trails.
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Tuesday and Thursday were all concurrent sessions.
Tracks included:
• Wild and Scenic Rivers
• Training/Education/People
• Recreation Inventory, Monitoring, and Management
• Partnerships Across the Globe
• Biological and Physical Resources
• Transportation Projects in Wild and Scenic Rivers.

Almost half of the participants said that having designated
training sessions approved by DOI Talent and/or receiving
continuing education units was not important and the other half
said it was somewhat or very important. Respondent affiliations
are shown in the above table.
Most respondents provided suggestions for what to do
the same next time and what to do differently. The word
most repeated in positive comments about the symposium
was networking – participants appreciated networking with
colleagues, meeting new people, interacting with students,
interacting with others. A number of suggestions were provided
for improving the live auction – most consistently “eat first.”
While respondents appreciated having agency leaders attend
and address them, many suggested not having speakers during
the poster session as they felt that poster presenters were shortchanged in time and attention.
Several respondents suggested having fewer concurrent
sessions – that six tracks were too many. Most liked the halfhour breaks and that there was a free lunch hour and some free

All nine field sessions had educational components and included:
• Mount St. Helens - Johnson Ridge Visitor Center
• Ridgefield National Wildlife Refuge - Tour and Paddle
• White Salmon River: Dam Removal Site Tour and River Trip
• Clackamas: Hydropower License Enhancement and
Decision-Making Processes for Recreation
• Willamette River - Oregon’s National Water Trail
• Steigerwald Lake NWR Restoration Initiatives
• Sandy River - Exploration of a Wild and Scenic River
• Skappoose Bay - Portland’s Protected Waterway Rich in
History, Wildlife and Marine Study
• Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Workshop:
How to Use Them for River Management
The Partnerships Across the Globe track included four
speakers from China sharing how rivers are managed in China
and comparing their challenges and opportunities with those
faced by river managers in the United States. A full-day training
session on Transportation Planning and Wild and Scenic Rivers
provided an in-depth look at the subject.
The symposium and national trails conference shared closing
plenary speaker Philip Conner who spoke of his passion for the
outdoors, especially his desire to see New Mexico’s Gila River
become protected as a wild river. The closing banquet featured
the live auction. Both the silent and live auctions raised almost
$10,000 to support RMS.
RMS Journal
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evenings. Most liked the venue; but did not appreciate having
to pay for parking. Some appreciated having the side-by-side
conferences; others were confused and felt that they were not
well integrated.
Suggestions for the next symposium which will be held in
Richmond, Virginia, May 12-15, 2020, include:
• Consider more plenary sessions – or at least a brief
get-together of everyone each day
• Have a session connecting job seekers with employers
• More diversity, equity and inclusion training
• Urban river topics
• Invite the REI speaker from the trails conference who
addressed diversity and outdoor recreation
• FERC training
• Restoration after major floods/hurricanes in east coat
• More on visitor use strategies, especially in private lands
• Possibly a track dedicated to non-federal managers
• More GIS-themed topics
• A private land conservation track
• More on Leave No Trace for river corridors
• More field operations/maintenance topics

ably assisted by a core group of key volunteers: Dave Schade
(finance), Wendy McDermott (field sessions) and Judy Culver
(marketing). Lynn Humphrey and Mary Crockett formed the core
of the auction committee. A full list of volunteers would take
up more space than is available. Hopefully, you know who you
are and how much your contributions were appreciated. RMS
is a membership organization and the support and hard work
of members who volunteer in a wide array of capacities makes
events such as this a success.
A few comments from the follow up survey summarize
how most participants felt about the symposium: “Well done!
Great Symposium! Looking forward to Richmond!” “It is always
difficult to chose with so many great tracks and sessions.”
“The speakers, presentations and materials were all incredible!
Best field trip I’ve taken … very interesting and informative!”
“The blend of river professionals (past and present, new and
‘seasoned’) and academics/educators was amazing and very
productive.”u
(Photos courtesy of Meredith Meeks, unless otherwise noted.)
Interactive training can inspire meaningful collaboration,
with or without a degree in fine art. This is just one of the visual
discussions produced during the Instructor Training. Photo: Steve Storck

The symposium would not have been
possible without the support (both financial
and in-kind) of agency partners, sponsors, and
exhibitors. Agency partners included Alaska
Department of Natural Resources, Bureau of
Land Management, National Park Service,
USDA Forest Service, and U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. Sponsors/exhibitors included AECOM,
Western Rivers Conservancy, American Rivers,
National Park Foundation, EMPSi, OARS,
Confluence Research and Consulting, REI, Your
Forests/Your Future, Parkside Clinic, Downriver,
Leave No Trace, SOTAR, Cascade Outfitters,
Maravia, Aspira, Blue Sky Rafting, Osprey,
Sustaining Landscapes, The Whitewater Game,
and Alder Creek Canoe and Kayaking.
Volunteers also made the event a success.
Executive Director Risa Shimoda and Symposium
Co-Chairs Helen Clough and Weezie Kling were

Forest Service Chief Vicki Christiansen addresses the
audience at the opening reception.

Panoramic view of the opening reception at Wild, Scenic, and Beyond! Photo: Jeff Reinbold
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Adrienne Soder, NAU River Studies and Leadership Certificate
participant — and one of 19 poster presentations.
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The silent auction included everything from outdoor gift certificates to
handmade glass and fabric art, and raised almost $10,000 to support RMS.

Tami Lanniga and Alan Watson present Dr. Li Peng from China
with a dug out canoe carving in recognition of their partnership.
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WSR 50th Anniversary SWAG
The River Management Society and our Wild & Scenic 50th Anniversary non-profit partners (River Network, American Rivers, and
American Whitewater) thank our business partners (below) for raising awareness of the Anniversary by selling anniversary-themed
promotional products, and donating a portion of their sales to our joint efforts! The WSR50-branded products program began in early
2017 as RMS and WSR50 Coordinator, Lisa Ronald, reached out to manufacturers to develop the items. We designed merchandise
hangtags that included a tribute to the Act and information about where to look for additional WSR50 information, and we set prices
that would both be affordable to organizations seeking ‘giveways’ and offer a decent profit margin for specialty retailers. Here is a list
of our partners, and a partial list of their customers.

James Vonesh - RSLC Advisor
Virginia Commonwealth University

Above:
“Accelerating
Color” session
participants
identifying
tough questions.

Above: Speaker
(and RMS
Executive Director)
Risa Shimoda leads
part of the session
“Accelerating
Color in the
Outdoor Space”
addressing
diversity, equity,
and inclusion.

Left: Some of
the 22 students
who attended
the symposium
(and other RMS
members) at the
awards luncheon.
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•
Sheri Griffith Expeditions
•
Eagle River Designs WSR50 Customers
		
•
Angeles National Forest
		
•
Bellbrook Sugarcreek Park District
		
•
Big Bend Natural History Association
		
•
Big South Fork
		
•
BLM – Barstow Field Office
		
•
Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area
		
•
Discover Your Northwest
			
•
Bonneville Lock & Dam
			
•
Web Store
		
•
Eastern National
			
•
Big South Fork
			
•
eParks.com
			
•
Niobrara National Scenic River
			
•
Obed Wild and Scenic River
		
•
Far Flung Outdoor Center
		
•
Front Royal Canoe – Owner Don Roberts
		
•
Gila Cliff Dwellings National Monument
		
•
Grand Teton Association
		
•
Griffith River Expeditions
		
•
Kentucky Waterways Alliance
		
•
Mulberry River Society
		
•
Nantahala Outdoor Center
		
•
Nez Perce National Historical Park
		
•
Obed Wild & Scenic River
		
•
Oregon Caves National History Association
		
•
Precision Promotional Group, LLC
		
•
River Sports Outfitters
		
•
Rogue River – Siskiyou National Forest
		
•
Three Forest Interpretive
		
•
Upper Delaware Scenic & Recreation River
		
•
US Forest Service
			
•
Albuquerque
			
•
Andrew Pickens Ranger District
			
•
Bridger Teton National Forest Snake River Project
			
•
California
			
•
Idaho
			
•
McKenzie River Ranger Distsrict
			
•
Red Rock Ranger District
			
•
Sequoia National Forest
			
•
Wallowa Mountains
		
•
Western National Park Association - Lewis & Clark National Historic Trail
		
•
Yellow Dog Watershed Reserve
•
Rocky Mountain Promotional Products – insulated drink holders, socks, temporary tattoos
•
Café Press – t-shirts, mugs, mouse pads, pillows, and other items
•
Top of the World - hats
•
Fox 40 - whistles
•
Loksak - waterproof camera pouches
Winter 2018
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Our Children Need Us to Take Them Outside and
Our Rivers Provide the Opportunity. Here’s why.
by Ron Smith
People use to call it the need to
“decompress,” “get away,” “clear your head,”
or “unwind.” When these terms were used
in conversations they were being applied to
adults. As we know times have changed, and
these various terms are now often combined
into the modern need to “unplug”— a term
used for adults and children alike.
Today, the term “unplug” refers to
“disconnecting from something” including
phones, wristwatches, gaming devices, and
any other device that connects to the internet.
It also references communication using a
device rather than in person. Not only is the
connection to these gadgets a challenge for the
growth of our children, kids are spending less
time in the outdoors. It’s a serious problem
with significant ramifications.
According to a 2015 study by Common
Sense Media, American youth between the
ages of 8–18 on average are logging 7.5 hours
of screen time per day, and that’s not counting time spent using
media for school or homework. Richard Louv has explored the
growing gap between children and outdoors. In his 2005 book,
Last Child in the Woods, Louv discusses the disconnect and
how it impacts their physical and emotional health. His research
indicates that the large growth in childhood depression, obesity,
and inability to focus can be attributed to children spending so
much time indoors.
We are, in particular, failing our girls. Parents are four times
as likely to tell girls than boys to be careful (according to a 2015
study in The Journal of Pediatric Psychology). Girls are warned
away from activities that hint of risk. Parents are more likely to
assist their sons to face their fears with instructions on how to
complete the task on their own. We need to teach both boys and
girls the skills they need to be confident, responsible problem
solvers and risk takers.
That being said, my challenge as a parent is how do I execute
to achieve this goal? How do I help my children grow up loving
the outdoors? What steps can I take to foster this love? How do I
navigate the reality that like me, many parents today will be the
last generation to have grown up without being “plugged into the
internet” as a child?
Recently, as part of my personal effort to celebrate the 50th
anniversary of the Wild & Scenic Rivers Act, I arranged for my
13-year old daughter to go with me on her first multi-day river
trip. I chose as our destination the Rogue River and its 46-mile
Wild and Scenic section. We would raft for three days, camp out
for two nights, and take all our own equipment for camping.
Our group of 18 was great and one other youngster, a boy in
high school, was along. Our guides were also terrific, especially
Bob Rafalovich who has guided 44 years on the Rogue. Bob
founded the original outfitting company on the Rogue and he
worked with government agencies to establish Wild & Scenic
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RMS Chapters
Northeast by Emma Lord

A burst of joy from Kira... compliments of the river. Photo: Ron Smith

designation on the Rogue. He was filled with stories and insights
few others have.
We floated, ran rapids, hiked, saw Zane Grey’s original
1939 cabin, spent time at a true swimming hole up a side creek,
jumped off boats, swam in the river, saw black bears, shared
stories with others, watched the Perseid meteor shower, learned
about new flora and fauna, and my daughter Kira tried rowing —
leading up to her taking the boat through a class 2 rapid.
What did she learn? Here’s what she highlighted:
• How to deal with failure
• The value of patience
• The ability to be honest with others and laugh at ourselves
• How to take risks and be more confident
• To feel fear and do it anyway
• Anything is possible but you have to be brave enough to try
• A positive attitude and perseverance are the keys to success
• Moving forward is the only option
• The most important things in life are personal relationships
and wanting to grow
• Liked not being tethered to a phone / felt more free to focus
on where she was and what she was doing
• There is only one person responsible for living the life you
want — you.
The river provided me with a means to connect with my
daughter before, during, and after the trip we took. The river gave
us the means to create memories, stories, and experiences to help
us grow in our father-daughter relationship, and as individuals.u

The RMS Northeast Chapter
partnered with the Sudbury, Assabet,
and Concord Wild and Scenic River
Stewardship Council to host a celebratory
fall paddle on the iconic New England
rivers on October 14, 2018. The twelve
member paddling assemblage included
RMS members John Field, Emma Lord,
Jim MacCartney, and Lelia Mellen,
Stewardship Council representative Bill
Fadden, and historian Brian Donahue
of Brandeis University. Serving as our
local guides, Bill and Brian provided
local knowledge and interesting
historical context about the rivers and the
area’s current and historic inhabitants.
Considering the wet fall New England had
been experiencing, we were lucky to push
off into the rain-swollen river under crisp,
sunny skies that Sunday. We paddled
through Minute Man National Historical
Park and under the Old North Bridge
where the first shots of the Revolutionary
War were fired back in 1775. With
vibrant fall foliage surrounding the river,

50th Anniversary Paddle and Celebration on the Sudbury,
Assabet, and Concord, Wild & Scenic Rivers
the group paddled to Great Meadows
National Wildlife Refuge, which provides
3,850 acres of freshwater wetlands and
important habitat for nesting, feeding, and
resting migratory birds and other species.
The extensive grasslands of the refuge
were historically used as a common area
for grazing cattle and harvesting hay for
winter animal feed. The four-hour paddle
culminated with a stop at Egg Rock, at the
confluence of the Sudbury and Assabet
rivers where they form the Concord River.
To celebrate the 250th anniversary of the
founding of Concord, MA, an inscription
was carved into the rock in 1885 reading,
“On the hill Nashawtuck at the meeting
of the rivers and along the banks lived the
Indian owners of Musketaquid before the
white men came.” The Native Americans
called the river and its surrounding
meadows Musketaquid, meaning grass
river, and historic writers from the region,
like Thoreau and Emerson, also referred
to the area as musketaquid. This extensive
human history and literary importance of

the rivers, along with recreation, scenery,
and ecology are all protected as ORVs
under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act.
The paddle was followed by a
Celebration of Conservation organized
by the National Park Service, the River
Stewardship Council, and other local
conservation organizations at Minute Man
National Historical Park. Several local
conservation organizations hosted tables
educating people about land conservation,
water quality, and wildlife in the area,
and rangers from Minute Man NHP led
talks and tours on the river and the Native
American and Revolutionary War era
history of the region. The day wrapped up
with a special anniversary ceremony and
celebration at the Old North Bridge where
representatives from the eight Wild and
Scenic River towns, Congresswoman Niki
Tsongas, and others celebrated the 50th
anniversary of the Wild and Scenic Rivers
Act and the 20th anniversary (2019) of the
Sudbury, Assabet and Concord Wild and
Scenic Rivers.u
Photo: Margie Coffin Brown
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A new avenue for fish functional traits?

What are fish functional traits?
life history

by Taylor Woods
Freshwater fish ecologists seek to
understand the relationships between
fishes and their environment. Stream
environments consist of many features,
which can be broadly separated into two
groups: (1) the physical environment (e.g.
temperature, substrate, and hydrology);
and (2) the biotic environment (e.g. fishes
and other organisms).

life history traits describe
species’ spawning habits and
their reproductive abilities
fecundity
number of eggs laid

A reason for this may be due to the way in which biotic
characteristics are measured. Generally, interactions between
fishes are based on species taxonomy. This means that species
interactions are evaluated on a name-by-name basis. Although
informative, this approach becomes burdensome for large
analyses. For example, for a community of 20 fishes, 190
pairwise taxonomic combinations are possible.

Functional traits have already helped develop more generalized
relationships between fishes and their physical environment.
A logical next step may entail exploring the utility of these
traits to understand relationships between fishes and the biotic
environment. For instance, instead of examining all interactions
between species in a community based on species names, species
may be classified into broader functional groups based on shared
characteristics. These functional groups describe common
ecological strategies used by fishes to adapt to and interact
with their environment. Comparisons of interactions between
functional groupings could significantly lower the number of
pairwise interactions necessary to measure biotic interactions
(figure 1). Therefore, this approach may allow for more feasible
calculations of the ways in which fishes interact with each other.

One option that may be a more feasible way to study interactions
between fishes is to classify species by their functional traits,
rather than their taxonomic identities. Functional traits are
measurable components of species life history or morphology
that can be used to infer the ecosystem roles played by fishes.
For instance, trophic level is a metric that defines where a fish
is positioned in the food chain and can be used to rank species
based on their relative competitive abilities.

Such efforts will be especially relevant for conservation of
freshwater fishes under climate change. As species ranges
shifts due to changes in stream temperature, species which
currently don’t co-occur may come into coexistence and interact.
Therefore, methods to understand and predict these novel
interactions will be important for management efforts, especially
for topics such as managed relocation which require careful
consideration of the biotic environment.u

Traditionally, stream ecology studies focus on the physical
components of stream systems. For example, many associations
between fishes and streamflow characteristics have been
identified. However, it is less understood how fishes respond to
other fishes through biotic interactions. For example, the extent to
which many fishes directly compete for food is less understood.

Taylor Woods completed her Masters
in Environmental Studies at Virginia
Commonwealth University, an RSLC
member school, in August 2018 and is
currently pursuing her PhD in Ecology
and Evolutionary Biology at the
University of Tennessee – Knoxville.
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trophic
trophic traits describe
species’ feeding habits
and what they eat

carnivore
Lepisosteus osseus
catadromous migration
Anguilla rostrata
herbivore
Campostoma anomalum

morphology
habitat

morphological traits
summarize species’
swimming abilities
height

surface
area
aspect ratio =

caudal fin height

2

/ caudal fin surface area

Figure 1. A graphical comparison of the differences between taxonomic
and functional approaches to measuring biotic interactions.
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habitat traits describe
which environments species
prefer to live in and their
physiological tolerances

cool - water
Oncorhynchus mykiss
warm - water
Lepomis macrochirus
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Welcome New Members!
Professional
Kristen Bonanno
US Forest Service, Portland, OR
Cannon Colegrove, River Ranger
Montana Dept of Fish, Wildlife & Parks
Missoula, MT		
Leif Embertson, Principal River Engineer
Natural Systems Design, Bellingham, WA

ISO interested and enthusiastic RMS members to provide leadership
at the chapter and national levels. Several positions available.
•

RMS Chapter Leaders: The Pacific, Southeast, Midwest, and Alaska chapters will be holding
elections in the coming months. Serving as a Chapter officer (President, Vice President,
Secretary/Treasurer, or Events/Outreach Coordinator) is a great way to engage with
professionals at the local, regional, and national levels. Have you thought about how you can
a past Chapter President, Risa, or linda@river-management.org.

•

your local area to bring current and future RMS members together to share expertise and have
some fun. Need advice on how to get started? Or, do you want to be involved with planning of
Bob Stanely beobob@yahoo.com : PC Chapter 2019 Tuolumne River Trip
Rob White rob.white@state.co.us: SW Chapter 2019 Swiftwater Rescue Training
Molly MacGregor dakise53@gmail.com, Steve Storck training@river-management.org,

Ralph Swain			
US Forest Service, Golden, CO

Justin Ewer
Wilderness Manager/Recreation Planner
USDA Forest Service, Trout Lake, WA

Jay Connerley
Taos, NM		

Hailong Liu, Associate Professor
Tsinghua University

		Lynn Crump lynn.crump@dcr.virginia.gov, or James Vonesh voneshjr@gmail.com:

•

Patricia Arnold, Board President
Friends of the White Salmon River
Trout Lake, WA		

Mike Kellogg, Vice President
JE Fuller, Inc., Tempe, AZ

and SW Chapter 2019 River Ranger Rendezvous

		

Michael Estes, River Programmer
Teton County Parks and Recreation
Jackson, WY

Joni Gore, Wild and Scenic River Fellow
Conservation Legacy
National Park Service, Seattle, WA

current events? Contact:

2020 River Management Society Symposium

Karen Marley, Wilderness Ranger
Forest Service, Leavenworth, WA

Membership Committee Members: The RMS is a membership organization — it exists for the

Kevin Mendik
NER Hydro Program Manager
National Park Service, Boston, MA

benefit of its members and all governance comes from the membership. The RMS Board of
Directors is looking for volunteers to serve on this important committee to ensure that the RMS
is meeting the needs of members. The committee will advise the Board on membership issues;

Mark Morgan, Associate Professor
University of Missouri, Columbia, MO

a priority is the recruitment of new members and retention of existing membership. Lifetime,
Professional, Associate and Student members encouraged. For information, contact: RMS
Board President, Linda Jalbert linda@river-management.org.

Jennie O’Connor Card
Environmental Coordinator
USDA Forest Service, Bozeman, MT
Edward Sherman, Recreation Manager
USDA Forest Service, Doniphan, MO
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Reed Kennard		
BLM Moab Field Office, Moab, UT
Todd Murdock
BLM Moab Field Office, Moab, UT

George Fowler, Senior Project Engineer
Tau Engineering PC, Ithaca, NY

Event Organizer or Assistant: Host a field trip, workshop, happy hour, or other social event in

Travis Winn
Last Descents River Expedition
Beijing, China

Alan Duncan
BLM Moab Field Office, Moab, UT
David Henderson, Associate Professor,
Director of Environmental Science
Program, Western Carolina University
Cullowhee, NC

Associate

Erik Fernandez
Wilderness Program Manager
Oregon Wild, Bend, OR

become more involved? Now is the time. To learn more, contact your current Chapter President,

Amanda Walrod
Natural Resource Specialist
USDA Forest Service, Mountain Rest, SC

Winter 2018

Kelsey Green
Conservation Outreach Associate
American Rivers, Ellensburg, WA
John McLaughlin, Faculty
Western Washington University
Bellingham, WA
Brooke Merrell
Environmental Protection Specialist
National Park Service, Anchorage, AK
Jonathan Stumpf, Associate Director
American Rivers, Seattle, WA
Jennifer Wright, Recreation Specialist
Forest Service Enterprise Program
Rutland, VT

Student
Kelly Bessem
Northern Arizona University
Flagstaff, AZ
Christian DelliVeneri
Sierra Nevada College
Ridgewood, NJ
Joseph Forcier
Virginia Commonwealth University
Richmond, VA
Andrew Graminski
Western Washington University
Bellingham, WA
Chelsea Phillippe
Univeristy of Montana
Missoula, MT

Organization Government / Corporate

Hannah Podzorski
Colorado School of Mines
Golden, CO

Robert Brennan
BLM Moab Field Office, Moab, UT

Sarah Smith
Northern Arizona University
Flagstaff, AZ

Jamie Connell, State Director
BLM Oregon/Washington
Portland OR

Yuxia Zhou
Tsinghua University
Beijing, China
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Chapter Officers
ALASKA

SOUTHEAST

David W. Schade, MPA, President
Alaska Department of Natural Resources
550 West 7th Avenue, Suite 1020
Anchorage, AK 99501-3577
tel (907) 269-8645 / cell (907) 230-6061
david.w.schade@alaska.gov

Jane Polansky, President
Tennessee State Parks
Wm. R. Snodgrass TN Tower, 2nd Floor
213 Rosa Parks Ave, Nashville TN 37243
tel (615) 456-3843
jane.polansky@tn.gov

Jennifer Reed, Secretary
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
101 12th Ave, Rm 236, Fairbanks AK 99701
tel (907) 455-1835
jennifer_reed@fws.gov

Vice President - Vacant

Bill Overbaugh, Treasurer
7433 White Hawk Dr, Anchorage AK 99507
tel (907) 250-7318
overbaugh@gci.net
PACIFIC
President - vacant
Vice President - vacant
Secretary - vacant
Larry Freilich, Treasurer
Inyo County Water Department
PO Box 337, Independence CA 93526
tel (760) 878-0011
lfreilich@inyocounty.us
NORTHWEST
Louise Kling, President
AECOM
111 SW Columbia, Portland OR 97232
tel (503) 948-7291
louise.kling@aecom.com
Ryan Turner, Vice President
Bureau of Land Management
1 Butte Dr, Cottonwood ID 83522
tel (208) 962-3687
turndog6@comcast.net

Submitted by RMS member, Gary G. Marsh.

Martin Hudson, Secretary
Bureau of Land Management
PO Box 768, Pinedale WY 82941
tel (307) 367-5315
mhudson@blm.gov

SAVE THE DATE

Colby Hawkinson, Events Coordinator
Bureau of Land Management
2164 NE Spaulding Ave
Grants Pass, OR 97526
tel (541) 471-6610
chawkinson@blm.gov

April 19-21, 2019:		
Tuolumne River Trip & Workshop, hosted by the RMS Pacific Chapter.
				Contact: Bob Stanley (beobob@yahoo.com)

SOUTHWEST

May 22-24, 2019:		
Swiftwater Rescue Training, hosted by Arkansas River Headwaters Recreation
				
Area and the RMS Southwest Chapter.
				Contact: Tappan Brown (tappan.brown@state.co.us)

Rob White, President
Colorado Parks and Wildlife, AHRA
307 W Sackett Ave, Salida CO 81201
tel (719) 539-7289 / cell (719) 207-2050
rob.white@state.co.us

August 6-8, 2019:		
River Ranger Rendezvous, hosted by the RMS Southwest Chapter.
				Contact: Rob White (rob.white@state.co.us)

Matt Blocker, Vice President
Bureau of Land Management
125 S 600 W, Price UT 84501
tel (435) 636-3631
mblocker@blm.gov
Greg Trainor, Secretary
2514 Snowmass Ct, Grand Junction CO 81507
tel (970) 260-4670
ptrainor7@msn.com

October 11-14, 2019:
RMS Board of Directors Annual Meeting.
				Contact: Linda Jalbert (linda@river-management.org)
May 2020: 			
RMS River Management Symposium.
				
Contact: Lynn Crump (lynn.crump@dcr.virginia.gov), James Vonesh
				
(voneshjr@gmail.com), Molly MacGregor (molly.macgregor@state.mn.us), or
				Steve Storck (training@river-management.org).
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Stuart Schneider, Trip Coordinator
Bureau of Land Management
906 Sunny Slope Dr, Gunnison, CO 81230
tel (970) 642-4964
swschneider@blm.gov

Winter 2018

Glen Bishop, Secretary
Arkansas Tech University
1205 N El Paso Ave, Russellville AR 72801
tel (479) 964-3228
gbishop@atu.edu
Karen Kustafik, Events Coordinator
City of Columbia
PO Box 147, Columbia SC 29217
tel (803) 545-4157
kakustafik@columbiasc.net

RMS Membership
Name____________________________________________
Home Address____________________________________
City_____________________________________________
State_________________ Zip________________________
Home Phone______________________________________
Organization______________________________________
Office____________________________________________
Work Address_____________________________________

MIDWEST

City_____________________________________________

President - vacant
Vice President - vacant
Secretary - vacant

State_________________ Zip________________________

NORTHEAST
Emma Lord, President
National Park Service
54 Portsmouth St, Concord, NH 03301
tel (603) 224-0091
emma_lord@nps.gov
John Field, Vice President
Field Geology Services
P.O. Box 985, Farmington, ME 04938
tel (207) 645-9773
fieldgeology@gmail.com
Walter Opuszynski, Trip Coordinator
Vermont Dept of Forestry, Parks and Recreation
5 Perry Street, Suite 20, Barre, VT 05641
tel (802) 522-6022
wopuszynski@gmail.com
Canadian River Management Society (CRMS)
Contact: Max Finkelstein
tel (613) 729-4004
dowfink@gmail.com
Early Career Initiatives
Marina Metes
736 6th St SW #309, Washington DC 20024
tel (313) 410-0336
mjmetes@gmail.com

A membership in RMS
makes a great gift
for a colleague or friend!

Work Phone______________________________________
Email____________________________________________
Job Title__________________________________________
Duties/interests___________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
Rivers you manage_________________________________
________________________________________________
Membership Category (please check one)
❐ Professional $50/yr ($200 for 5 years)
❐ Associate $30/yr		
❐ Government/Corporate Organization
$150/yr for up to (4) people / $200/yr for (5-8)
❐ NGO/Non-profit Organization
$75/yr for up to (2) people / $150/yr for up to (4)
❐ Student $25/yr
❐ Lifetime $500 (for individuals only)
Membership benefits are described online:
www.river-management.org/membership
Who referred you to RMS?__________________________
Make checks payable to “RMS”
RMS also accepts VISA or Mastercard:
Card #:						
Exp date:			Amount:
		
Send this form, with payment, to:
RMS, P.O. Box 5750, Takoma Park, MD 20913-5750
(301) 585-4677 • rms@river-management.org
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